White Substrate

White polyester substrate backed
with Elephant Snot adhesive that is good for smooth and lightly textured surfaces.

Uses
Our standard white polyester has a quick turn and low setups. Because of the durable construction, this substrate choice
is ideal for many industries including those that require strong adhesive in outdoor applications. It looks great especially
on white backgrounds, or with a full bleed showing white details or text, for more pop. This is our "go-to" substrate proven
for its varying uses and unlimited design possibilities. Some of the best looking Labels are made using this construction.

Bright Silver Substrate

Bright silver polypropylene backed with Elephant Snot adhesive that is good for smooth or lightly textured surfaces.

Uses
An eye-catching bright silver substrate can enhance the design possibilities. This construction choice is great for giving
that "printed metal" look. This is a durable polypropylene construction good for both indoor and outdoor applications. It
can be digitally printed either with opaque colors or translucent colors which become "metallic". It can also be screen
printed for critical spot colors. A great choice for adding value without adding cost.

Matte Silver Substrate

Matte silver polyester substrate backed with 1mil acrylic, permanent, pressure-sensitive adhesive, that is good for smooth
surfaces.

Uses
This matte silver polyester is quickly becoming one of our favorite constructions. It has a high-quality metal look. When
designing with metallic substrates, less is more. A very modern image can be created using matte silver highlights and
details. This construction can be digitally printed or screen printed. It is good for indoor or outdoor use.

Brushed Silver Substrate

Brushed silver polyester backed with 1mil acrylic, permanent, pressure-sensitive adhesive, that is good for smooth
surfaces.

Uses
A classic look of beauty and strength. This construction can be digitally printed or screen printed. Remember to specify
which direction the brush strokes should run when designing and ordering your Labels.

Clear Substrate

Clear polyester backed with Elephant Snot adhesive that is good for smooth or lightly textured surfaces.

Uses
This popular clear substrate offers unique design possibilities by letting the surface of the product show through the
domed label. It can have a very subtle look while still allowing "pop" especially when foil stamped with rainbow
holographic. It is great for giving a scripted look to lettering while still keeping a simple solid shape. Clear polyester can be
digitally printed and is good for indoor and outdoor applications.

Curvable Domes

Curvable domes are available in most polyester substrate constructions using elephant snot adhesive.

Uses
Curvable domes are great for attaching a domed label to cylinder shaped products.
Traditionally, doming urethanes had amazing memory. However, the memory made it difficult for the urethane to hold a
shape other than the flat shape attained during the curing process.
Curvable domes use a very soft and pliable urethane that allow the dome to hold to the curved surface.
If you are concerned about lifting, Curvable Labels may be the answer you are looking for.

Dome-in-Dome

Just as the dome-in-dome name implies; two separate domed labels married together, creating a very clever engineered
look.

Uses
Dome-in-dome design is ideal for point of purchase, trade-show, or window display. A very unique and interesting way to
show your brand in texture molded 3-D. The possibilities are limitless and the "wow" factor is huge. A dome-in-dome
nameplate is always a crowd pleaser and attention getter. If you are looking for something truly creative while still
maintaining the class and prestige your image deserves, dome-in-dome could be just what you are looking for.

Bezel Domes

Metal bezels to frame and hold your Labels.

Uses
For a more substantial nameplate look, try adding a bezel to your next order of Labels. Bezels can be ordered to
match most custom shapes. These are ideal for automotive dealerships or anyone looking for another way to enhance the
image of their nameplates.

Cutouts and Windows

Domed labels that have domed-over cutouts or open windows.

Uses
Domed-over cutouts are generally used to allow LED lights to be visible through the domed label or nameplate. They can
also be used to enhance back-lit domes. Open windows are spaces in the label that have purposely been cut out before
doming and domed around to leave a window. These are primarily not for seeing through, but rather for allowing a button
to be accessed through the opening. Labels with cutouts and windows are widely used on computer keyboards, monitors,
and cases, as well as many other products in the the electronics industry.

Open-ended Domes

Open-ended domes are similar to scripted domes. They are unique shapes that have strong open areas that generally
continue to the perimeter.

Uses
Open-ended domes can be pleasing to the eye as well as allowing a true representation of the original brand image.
Open-ended domes are only restricted in design by the physical characteristics of the doming material and the surface
tension of the substrate. Please consult your doming specialist for best results.

Scripted Doming

Scripted or open-ended lettering.

Uses
Scripted domes are specific to numbers and letters. Because of the nature of these domes, they are in their own category.
They generally have both cutouts and open-ends incorporated in the fonts. When done right, these can be very powerful
ways to display your brand image accurately. Scripted domes are only restricted by the physical nature of the doming
material and the surface energy of the substrate. Please contact your doming specialist for best results.

Textile Domes

Textile domes can be either heat-fused or permanent pressure-sensitive adhesive. Heat-fused applications allow for
permanent machine-washable and dry-cleanable domed labels. Textile domes with permanent pressure-sensitive
adhesive are ideal for applications requiring quick application or where heat-fusing is not practical for reasons involving
the process of pressure, temperature, and time.
Uses
Textile domes are a great way to decorate fabric products without the graphic limitations of embroidery or screen printing.
They are used on a multitude of products from tote bags to clothing. Textile domes are ideal for most woven fiber fabrics.
Certain synthetic fabrics with water resistant coatings do not lend themselves eagerly to textile domes. Please consult
your doming specialist for best results.

Selective Doming

Selective doming is a technology that allows material to be placed on specific areas of a surface while leaving other areas
undomed.
Uses
Selective doming is ideal for membrane switches to enhance the tactile feel. It can also be used to allow a stitchable
border for attaching to fabrics.

Roll Doming

Roll doming is DomeTag Brand Labels supplied in roll-form on reels.

Uses
Roll doming gives the ability to offer tens of millions of labels without the increased cost of manual application. Roll domes
can be applied on an automated assembly line, from a reel, as the product cycles past. Industries benefiting from this
proprietary innovation include consumable products, and mass produced products, where the volumes can be high when
compared to traditional domed label volumes.

RFID Domes

Radio Frequency Identification DomeTag Brand Labels.

Uses
RFID domes are a great way to comply with increasing retail requirements and enhance your product's shelf appeal at the
same time. Available RFID frequencies include UHF and HF. Consider the possibility of using RFID and roll doming
together for a truly cutting edge and technologically advanced design.

Contract Doming Service

We are focused exclusively on doming. We expertly apply doming material to labels that you have expertly produced.

Uses
We offer a contract doming service for the printing, label, and nameplate industries. Our contract doming customers
appreciate the ability to offer domed labels without the headache of incorporating the doming process in-house. Because
of the increased overhead and space, the amount of doming business would need to be substantial to break even. We™
offers you the ability to gain a profit and satisfy your customers' doming requirements. Your customers demand a lot - now
you have a doming partner willing to do whatever it takes to keep your customers coming back.

